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www.enganchecubano.com is a simple, modern, object-oriented computer programming language developed by
Microsoft to combine the power www.enganchecubano.com Framework and the common language runtime with the
productivity benefits that are the hallmark of Visual Basic.

This site is associated with the tutorial for learning visual basic. Toms Guide This is something meant for the
beginners to discuss every doubt and query encountered while programming on the VB platform. This is a
common discussion ground on the VB issues and addresses queries related to visual basic programming for
beginners and advanced users. If you have no programming experience, then these 26 video tutorials from
Microsoft are a great pick for you. These tutorials cover the use of tools, writing code, creating classes and
methods, event-handling, debugging features, customizations and much more in a simplified way to help
beginners master Visual Basic programming effortlessly. Techotopia Techotopia includes a Visual Basic
Essential book that gives a wide overview about various concepts in Visual Basic. The book not only covers
basic concepts of Visual Basic but also includes topics like arrays, object oriented programming OOP with
visual basic, files, directories and much more! This book explains concepts using theory, code examples and
screenshots, helping both novice and experienced programmers understand VB programming. NET Gadgeteer
This research paper from Microsoft is designed for readers who have no prior knowledge of programming,
electronic devices, Visual Basic and Visual Studio. NET Gadgeteer is a Microsoft platform for building small
electronic devices. Each chapter of the book is structured in a similar way: The overview of the topic,
followed by a detailed explanation, a tutorial of the topic, set of exercises to help readers practice and finally
summary of the chapter. Step-by-step guidance in this tutorial helps readers get a better understanding of how
electronic devices work. Upgrading Microsoft Visual Basic 6. It starts with basic differences between VB and
VB. Net and then covers topics like resolving common migration issues with language, forms and data access.
It even includes some high-level topics like how to upgrade applications with ADO. This site is dedicated to
programmers of all levels â€” from beginners to intermediate to advanced. If you are stuck somewhere while
coding in VB6, it even allows you to post questions in VB6 forums and other Visual Basic programmers can
help you. Wikibooks This book covers many different techniques and topics of Visual Basic including object
oriented programming, optimization of programs and coding guidelines. It is extremely important for
programmers to understand the core syntax of a programming language in order to use it for coding and
advanced application development. This book covers the core syntax and all the key concepts of the language,
giving programmers a super-easy approach to Visual Basic programming. CodeGuru CodeGuru is an online
community of programmers that provides the most recent technical information and code snippets for different
programming languages. On this community platform, there is a CodeGuru directory for Visual Basic
developers where VB programmers share ideas, articles, questions, answers, tips, tricks, comments and much
more about the programming language! Many VB programmers share their articles on this platform. A site for
all Visual Basic programmers! Although this site has not been updated since last year, it contains content that
is relevant even today; making it vital for VB programmers to check it out. This site includes articles that will
help programmers learn VB in a step-by-step and easy-to-learn format. It covers topics from how to get started
in Visual Basic programming to high-level programming concepts, resources, links, learning tutorials and
much more. This site even covers topics related to VB. Even if you are an advanced level VB programmer,
you will definitely find something useful and official on this site. Visual Basic This is a free to download PDF
book specially designed for beginners and intermediate Visual Basic programmers who wish to accomplish
pivotal VB tricks and techniques to progress in the stream of VB programming quickly. This book can
certainly help you efficiently write Visual Basic code. The above mentioned sources will help in turning you
into a more accomplished Visual Basic programmer. Do you know of other Visual Basic learning resources
that developers must have on their radar?
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2: www.enganchecubano.com Tutorial , www.enganchecubano.com Help , www.enganchecubano.com So
www.enganchecubano.com 2 About the Tutorial www.enganchecubano.com is a simple, modern, object-oriented
computer programming language developed by Microsoft to combine the power www.enganchecubano.com Framework
and the common language runtime with the productivity benefits that are the hallmark of Visual Basic.

Int32 , and takes three values of type string System. String , int32 System. Int32 and float64 System. If we are
interested to deal with not basic data types user defined then we may deal like this. Color Note that we
explicitly defined the parameter types. We also defined the namespace where that type reside and a keyword
value-type which flags that we are about to reference any non basic data type. The things will be clearer in the
coming section when we will write a sample program which will deal with the types. Variable Declaration
Variables are the major part of any programming language and hence, ILAsm also provides us a way to
declare and use variables. Though not so simple as that in higher languages VB. This directive should usually
occur on the beginning of any method though you can put your declaration at any place, but obviously, before
using them. Here is a sample which can declare the variable, sets the values and then use them to print.
WriteLine string Figure 1. Then we loaded a value 34 of type int32 to memory and assign that to local variable
zero, which is first variable actually. Note that in ILAsm variables variables can be accessed by their index
number of definition and these numbers starts with zero. Then we loaded a string into memory and assigned
that to second variable. And finally, we printed both variables. Since those are local and we are not intended to
expose them out of the method. To declare local variables you can name the variables with their data types,
just like in C like. Though you have declared your variables using names but you can still access them with
their numbers like ldloc. Now you have the idea to handle the variables and stacks. Please review the codes
provided above if you are facing any problem because after now, we will have some tough task while playing
with the stack. We will frequently move data to memory and get back. So a good understanding of initializing
variables, setting values to variables and loading values to stack from variables is necessary. In the low level
languages, like native Assembly language, the decisions are made using jumps or branch. So the same is with
the ILAsm. Take a look at the code snippet below. But here, br is used instead of goto. WriteLine string call
string [mscorlib]System. ReadLine call int32 [mscorlib]System. Parse string ble Smaller ldstr "Second
Number is smaller than first. WriteLine string br Exit Smaller: And if it is not then no branching will take
place and the next statement will be executed which is to load a string and then to print that out. After this, an
unconditional branching is occurred which was necessary because if that is not here then according to the flow
of program, the statement after the Smaller label will be executed. You can use any of then to execute some
part of your code and skip other. As I mentioned earlier, there is no facility in ILAsm as we have in high level
languages. So everything should be done yourself if you are still planning to write some code in ILAsm.
Loops Another part of the basics of language is the Loops. Loop is nothing but the repetition of the same
block of code again and again. It involves the branching actually depending on the value of a variable called
loop index. Again, you have to look at a code and have to spend a little time to understand that how the loops
work. First of all, we declared two local variables and initialized the first variable with value of 4 and also the
second variable with zero. The real loop starts from the Start Label, from where first we checked either the
loop counter variable 2, ldloc 1 exceeds the upper limit of loop variable 1, ldloc 0 , if that is the case then
program will jump to Exit label which will cause to terminate the program. If this is not the case, then the
value will be printed on the screen and one increment will be made in the variable and code will jump to Start
label again to perform check if counter exceeds the upper limit or not. This is the way the loops works in
ILAsm. Defining Methods We have seen about the decisions conditions or branching , Loops and also
declaring variables. Now is the time to see that how methods can be created in the ILAsm. We defined two
methods here. Note that both methods are static so that we can directly use them without creating any instance.
First we loaded two numbers on the stack and called the first method DoSum which was expecting two int32
values on the stack. Then we simply added them using add statement and then method returns. Note that the
method returns an int32 type of value. Now which value should it return? Of course, the value which was
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available on the stack when add statement finished its work. From here control will be transferred back to
main method from where it will call another method PrintSum. PrintSum also requires one int32 type value.
Now it should be noted that DoSum method returned int32 type value, and that is in the evaluation stack;
meanwhile we called PrintSum method which was also looking for an int32 type value. Hence, the returned
value from the DoSum method will be passed to PrintSum and in PrintSum, it first prints a simple string on
the screen, then loads the argument using ldarg. The above way says that creating method is not a hard task in
ILAsm. Yes, actually it is. But methods do get values by reference. Passing Variables by Reference IL also
supports the by reference values and of course it should because high level languages in. NET supports by
reference arguments and the code from high level languages is converted to IL code and we are discussing IL
Assembly language which produces the same IL code. Whenever we pass any variable by reference, then the
address of the memory location, where that variable value was stored, is passed in contrast to the by value
method, in which the copy of the value is passed to the function. The interesting thing in the above example is
the use of some new instructions like ldloca, which loads the address of variable, instead of the value in the
stack. In the main method, we declared two variables local and assigned them some values 10 and 20
respectively. So, one variable is passed by reference and second by value normal. Now the problem was to
resolve the address to the value so that we can perform some action on the value and then set to the variable if
necessary. For this reason, we loaded first argument to the stack which contains the address of actually
variable passed and invoked ldind. We stored that value in a local variable so that we can reuse that easily or
we have to perform these steps again and again. Then, simply, we loaded that local variable and second
argument which was by value to the stack and added them and stored in the same local variable. We did that
by first loading argument 0 by reference argument to the stack which will actually load the address of original
variable passed to this method, then the value we want to set, and finally the statement, stind. To test the
changed value, we simply printed that in the main method. Note that the DoSum method do not return
anything, and in the main method, we simply loaded first local variable again now the value, not the memory
reference and used WriteLine method to print that. This was the way the ILAsm deals with the by reference
variables. Up to here, we have seen the methods of playing with variable declaration, conditions, loops and
methods by value parameters and by reference parameters. Now is the time to declare our namespaces and
classes using ILAsm language. Actually, it is fairly easy to create your class or namespace in ILAsm as that in
any higher level language. I think, now it is not much needed to explain the code. The thing is very simple,.
Within the block of namespace, we introduced a new class with. This class contains only one method which is
static and public. Rest the code of the method you knows very well. Here I would like to mention that all
classes you create are inherited from the Object class if you do not mention any inheritance. Like in this case,
we explicitly mentioned that our class is inheriting the Object class of System namespace, If we do not
mention it here, then it will still inherit the Object class. Yes, there is a case that our class inherits from any
other class, then it will not inherit from Object class but that class from which you are inheriting your class
may inherit the Object Class. There were two more keywords used in the above class creation, those are ansi
and auto. Ansi tells that all the strings in the class should be converted to ANSI strings. Other options for this
are unicode and autochar conversion will be determined automatically according to platform. Second one is
auto keyword which specifies that the runtime will automatically choose appropriate layout for members of
the object in unmanaged memory. Other options for this are sequential members are laid out sequentially and
explicit layout is explicitly defined.
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3: Introduction to IL Assembly Language - CodeProject
www.enganchecubano.com Tutorial and source code www.enganchecubano.com is an update to Visual Basic that
targets www.enganchecubano.com Framework. www.enganchecubano.com has a lot of similarities to Visual Basic but
also some differences. www.enganchecubano.com is an object-oriented language, which supports the abstraction,
encapsulation, inheritance, and polymorphism features.

Introduction Welcome to this ASP. According to Microsoft, "ASP. NET is a technology for building powerful,
dynamic Web applications and is part of the. This tutorial will teach you ASP. NET from scratch, and no
knowledge of any kind of serverside scripting is required. NET is a whole new way of doing things. NET is
language independent, which means you can use any. NET supported language to make. The most common
languages for writing ASP. NET framework, and is therefore a some what new language. Some people call C
"the. The 2 languages are not that different, and if you have used one of them, you will have no problems at all
learning the other. In this tutorial we will use C. One of the main differences between ASP. Ever since the first
version of ASP. NET, the framework has evolved in so many ways and so has the tools for you as a developer.
We will discuss this in the next articles, before we create our very first ASP. NET was originally released,
there was only one way of doing things. With that move, ASP. They share a lot of functionality, thanks to the.
NET framework, but there are many differences in how to accomplish even the most basic tasks. Despite what
some people think, ASP. It would be perfectly possible to write ASP. NET code in Notepad, and use the
commandline compiler included with the. Some people might actually prefer this "back to basics" way of
doing things, but I believe that ASP. You can use an IDE from another vendor, and you will still be able to
follow most of this tutorial. Besides, using a good IDE will make a lot of things faster in the long run.
Download Visual Studio Community So, to get started with this tutorial, go ahead and download Visual
Studio Community from visualstudio. As soon as you have downloaded and installed it, you are ready to
proceed with the next articles, where we will create your very first ASP. This article has been fully translated
into the following languages:
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4: www.enganchecubano.com Tutorial
www.enganchecubano.com Language Basics The following sections deals with www.enganchecubano.com data types,
www.enganchecubano.com conversions and www.enganchecubano.com access specifiers etc.

You can help by adding to it. NET uses statements to specify actions. The most common statement is an
expression statement, consisting of an expression to be evaluated, on a single line. As part of that evaluation,
functions or subroutines may be called and variables may be assigned new values. To modify the normal
sequential execution of statements, VB. NET provides several control-flow statements identified by reserved
keywords. Structured programming is supported by several constructs including two conditional execution
constructs If â€¦ Then â€¦ Else â€¦ End If and Select Case The For â€¦ To statement has separate initialisation
and testing sections, both of which must be present. The For Each statement steps through each value in a list.
In addition, in Visual Basic. There is no unified way of defining blocks of statements. Instead, certain
keywords, such as "If â€¦ Then" or "Sub" are interpreted as starters of sub-blocks of code and have matching
termination keywords such as "End If" or "End Sub". Statements are terminated either with a colon ": Multiple
line statements in Visual Basic. The need for the underscore continuation character was largely removed in
version 10 and later versions. Round brackets parentheses are used with arrays , both to declare them and to
get a value at a given index in one of them. NET uses round brackets to define the parameters of subroutines
or functions. Simple example[ edit ] The following is a very simple VB. NET program, a version of the classic
" Hello world " example created as a console application: Each line serves a specific purpose, as follows:
Module Module1 This is a module definition. Modules serve as containers of code that can be referenced from
other parts of a program. Sub Main It defines a subroutine called "Main". The program calls the Console
method WriteLine, which causes the string passed to it to be displayed on the console. WriteLine, one could
use MsgBox, which prints the message in a dialog box instead of a command-line window. TryParse
ReadLine "Enter a value for how many rows to be displayed: ReadLine with a version which takes a prompt
string. Comparison of Visual Basic and Visual Basic. NET should be considered as just another version of
Visual Basic or a completely different language is a topic of debate. There are new additions to support new
features, such as structured exception handling and short-circuited expressions. Also, two important data-type
changes occurred with the move to VB. This is true for all versions of VB. A bit integer in all versions of VB.
NET is now known as a Short. Similarly, the Windows Forms editor is very similar in style and function to the
Visual Basic form editor. The things that have changed significantly are the semanticsâ€”from those of an
object-based programming language running on a deterministic , reference-counted engine based on COM to a
fully object-oriented language backed by the. NET Framework , which consists of a combination of the
Common Language Runtime a virtual machine using generational garbage collection and a just-in-time
compilation engine and a far larger class library. The increased breadth of the latter is also a problem that VB
developers have to deal with when coming to the language, although this is somewhat addressed by the My
feature in Visual Studio The changes have altered many underlying assumptions about the "right" thing to do
with respect to performance and maintainability. Some functions and libraries no longer exist; others are
available, but not as efficient as the "native". Even if they compile, most converted Visual Basic 6 applications
will require some level of refactoring to take full advantage of the new language. Documentation is available
to cover changes in the syntax, debugging applications, deployment and terminology. They assume that the
developer has created a form, placed a button on it and has associated the subroutines demonstrated in each
example with the click event handler of the mentioned button. Each example creates a "Hello, World"
message box after the button on the form is clicked. NET automatically generate the Sub and End Sub
statements when the corresponding button is double-clicked in design view. The developer need only add the
statement to display the "Hello, World" message box. All procedure calls must be made with parentheses in
VB. NET, whereas in Visual Basic 6 there were different conventions for functions parentheses required and
subs no parentheses allowed, unless called using the keyword Call. The names Command1 and Button1 are
not obligatory. However, these are default names for a command button in Visual Basic 6 and VB. There is a
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function called MessageBox. Show in the Microsoft. VisualBasic namespace which can be used instead of
MsgBox similarly to the corresponding function in Visual Basic 6. There is a controversy [7] about which
function to use as a best practice not only restricted to showing message boxes but also regarding other
features of the Microsoft. Some programmers prefer to do things "the. NET way", since the Framework
classes have more features and are less language-specific. Others argue that using language-specific features
makes code more readable for example, using int C or Integer VB. NET instead of System. The following
example demonstrates a difference between Visual Basic 6 and VB. Both examples close the active window.
The following are equivalent: Height - 1 End Sub VB. Comparison of C Sharp and Visual Basic. NET
Framework later adding F and more and others have also added languages. Though C and VB. NET are
syntactically different, that is where the differences mostly end. Microsoft developed both of these languages
to be part of the same. NET Framework development platform. They are both developed, managed, and
supported by the same language development team at Microsoft. NET Framework runtime libraries. Lastly,
both languages reference the same Base Classes of the. NET Framework to extend their functionality. As a
result, with few exceptions, a program written in either language can be run through a simple syntax converter
to translate to the other. There are many open source and commercially available products for this task.
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5: Visual Basic .NET - Wikipedia
Visual www.enganchecubano.com is an Object-Oriented programming language designed by Microsoft. With the word
"Basic" being in the name of the language, you can already see that this is a language for beginners. Although the
language is aimed at noobs and novices, you should not underestimate the power of the language itself.

October 3, by Bryan Wilde Visual Basic. It is a powerful language that is easy to grasp for beginners and can
create functional standalone Windows applications quickly and easily. NET is considered to be one of the best
starting points for people interested in computer programming. The language itself is relatively
straightforward and the Visual Studio IDE allows for drag-and-drop functionality in most programming tasks.
If you are interested in becoming a computer programmer, VB. NET is an excellent place to start. Before
jumping in to this tutorial, you should learn some basic programming concepts like looping and conditional
execution from Programming for Non-Programmers: NET and other languages such as C for commercial
development. Fortunately, you do not need to purchase this software to start using VB. Once you have the
basics of VB. Basic C with Visual Studio teaches you the fundamentals of using C. Microsoft offers what they
call Visual Studio Express: NET applications for noncommercial use. Installation is very straightforward and
does not require any strange configuration steps that are typically required of other IDEs. In other words, it
interfaces perfectly with Windows and you should be ready to start creating your first program in no time at
all. There are quite a few reasons why beginners and professional programmers choose to rely on VB. NET to
create effective programs. Some of these reasons include: NET is a modern, general-purpose programming
language that can be used for a variety of functions. Just about every programming platform currently used is
based on object-oriented principles. NET is no exception. NET has torn down this wall and made it easy for
anyone to create professional looking Windows applications. NET is also used in other common Microsoft
products such as Excel. You can learn how to leverage your. Of course, these are only a few of the reasons
why VB. NET is an excellent choice. Creating a Basic Program Whenever you learn a new programming
language, the best way to get started is toâ€¦ get started. So, without further ado, you are going to create your
very first VB. If this is your first time programming, it is traditional to create this basic program every time
you learn a new programming language as it gives you a general idea of how the IDE works and makes sure
that you do not have any installation errors that prevent proper compiling of your code. Start Visual Basic
Express and select a new project from the File menu at the top of the screen. A small dialog box will appear
asking you what type of project you want to create. Select the Windows Application template. Rename this
new project to Hello World and the IDE will automatically create the basis of your new program. At this
point, you will be looking at a Form. A Form in VB. NET is simply another word for an application window.
Although the Form on your screen is blank right now, this will become your Windows application in just a
few easy steps. On the left side of your screen, notice the Toolbox. In this toolbox, there are numerous
Controls that you can add to your program. A Control in VB. NET is an object that performs some sort of
action within your project. Here is where VB. NET makes programming easy. All you need to do is drag the
Controls you want onto your Form. Visual Studio Express handles the code required to actually implement
these Controls into your program. You can also resize these Controls once they have been dragged onto the
Form. Experiment with positioning them in different places and resizing them as you see fit. To create the
Hello World program, you need two controls. Look for the Button control and the Label control. Drag one of
each of these Controls onto your Form and position them where you would like. Fortunately, you do not have
to sift through hundreds of lines of code to do this. Simply double-click on the Button and Visual Studio
automatically takes you to the event handler for this button. This view is known as the Code View and it is
where you can create program functionality. Add the following code into your Code Window:
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6: Introduction - The complete www.enganchecubano.com WebForms tutorial
www.enganchecubano.com 1 About the Tutorial www.enganchecubano.com is a simple, modern, object-oriented
computer programming language developed by Microsoft to combine the power www.enganchecubano.com Framework
and the common.

It compares a value either a string or on object with a string instance. Return values of this method are same as
the Compare method. The following source code compares two strings. CompareTo str1 Copy and
Concatenating Strings. The Concat method adds strings or objects and returns a new string. Using Concat
method, you can add two strings, two objects and one string and one object or more combinations of these
two. The following source code concatenate two strings. Concat str1, str2 Console. WriteLine strRes The
following source code concatenates one string and one object. Concat str1, obj Console. WriteLine strRes The
Copy method copies contents of a string to another. The Copy method takes a string as input and returns
another string with the same contents as the input string. For example, the following code copies str1 to
strRes. For example, the following example copies contents of str1 to an array of characters. You can also
specify the starting character of a string and number of characters you want to copy to the array. CopyTo 0,
chrs, 0, 2 Console. The following code creates a clone of str1. ToString The Join method is useful when you
need to insert a separator String between each element of a string array, yielding a single concatenated string.
For example, the following sample inserts a comma and space ", " between each element of an array of strings.
Join ", ", allStr Console. The Insert method inserts a specified string at a specified index position in an
instance. For example, the following source code inserts "bbb" after second character in str1 and the result
string is "pbbbpp". Insert 2, "bbb" Console. ToString The Remove method deletes a specified number of
characters from a specified position in a string. This method returns result as a string. For example, the
following code removes three characters from index 3. Remove 3, 3 The Replace method replaces all
occurrences of a specified character in a string. For example, the following source code replaces all p character
instances of str1 with character l and returns string "lll". Replace "p", "l" Console. ToString The Split method
separates strings by a specified set of characters and places these strings into an array of strings. Split ","
Uppercase and Lowercase. The ToUpper and ToLower methods convert a string in uppercase and lowercase
respectively. These methods are easy to use. The following code shows how to use ToUppler and ToLower
methods. You can use the Format method to create formatted strings and concatenate multiple strings
representing multiple objects. The Format method automatically converts any passed object into a string. For
example, the following code uses integer, floating number and string values and format them into a string
using the Format method. Using Format method to format a string. Now, name, num Console. WriteLine str
The output of Listing 1 is shown Figure 1. Trimming and Removing Characters from Strings. The Trim
method removes white spaces from the beginning and end of a string. The TrimEnd method removes
characters specified in an array of characters from the end of a string and TrimStart method removes
characters specified in an array of characaters from the beginning of a string. You can also use the Remove
method to remove characters from a string. The Listing 2 code shows how to use these methods.
7: Working with Strings in www.enganchecubano.com
www.enganchecubano.com Tutorial Overview. www.enganchecubano.com (Visual www.enganchecubano.com) is a
object orient programming language that enables developers to build a variety of secure and robust applications that run
on www.enganchecubano.com Framework.

8: www.enganchecubano.com programming tutorial
R programming for beginners - statistic with R (t-test and linear regression) and dplyr and ggplot - Duration: Global
Health with Greg Martin , views.
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9: .NET Programming Languages
Once you have completed this www.enganchecubano.com training course, you will be fully capable of programming with
Visual www.enganchecubano.com Working files are included, allowing you to follow along with the author throughout
the lessons.
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